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January Rundown: 

The coronavirus raised temperatures for global financial 
markets in January.  Emanating from China, the viral 
outbreak coincides with the Lunar New Year, a major 
Chinese holiday.  Companies across the travel and 
entertainment industry saw their stock prices decline as 
people avoided mass transportation and public places 
where they could be exposed to the virus.  "This is now a 
sell first, ask questions later situation," said Alec Young, managing director of global markets research at 
FTSE Russell during an interview with Bloomberg news. "China is the biggest driver of global growth, so 
this couldn't have started in a worse place."  The virus is not widespread in the U.S. at this point, and a 
Level 3 travel alert has been issued which is the second highest warning level.   

News wasn’t all bad for the stock market in January.  According to Cornerstone Macro, by the end of the 
month 40% of the companies in the S&P 500 Index had reported quarterly earnings and 79% of those 
earnings numbers were above or in line with analyst estimates.  U.S. Stocks as measured by the S&P 500 
Index finished the month slightly lower at -.2%.  International stocks, as measured by the MSCI EAFE 
Index, declined -2.12%.  Emerging market stocks, as measured by the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, had 
a rough start to the year losing -4.69%.  Bonds, as measured by the Barclays Global Aggregate Index, 
gained +1.58%.  Gold rose +4.2%. 

What to Watch in February: 

 Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell will be back in the spotlight to give his semi-annual
monetary policy report testimony (date TBD)

 President Trump gives the State of the Union address on February 3rd

 There are 3 Democratic Party presidential debates (NH on 2/7, NV on 2/19, SC on 2/25)
 Huawei’s temporary license is set to expire without further action on 2/16

SECURE Act: 

On December 20, 2019, the “Setting Every Community up for Retirement Enhancement” (SECURE) Act 
was passed resulting in significant changes to retirement plans that will impact employers, plan 
participants, and beneficiaries.  The changes are broad and even include amendments to non-retirement 
savings vehicles like 529 college savings plans.  Portions of the act will be phased in over the next two 
years.  Here are some important modifications to be aware of: 

Changes to required minimum distribution (RMD) rules for non-spouse IRA beneficiaries:  Non-spouse 
beneficiaries can no longer “stretch” RMD’s from inherited IRA’s over their lifetime.  Now a non-spouse 
beneficiary must withdraw the balance within 10 years.  This is in effect for any IRA holder that passes 
away in 2020 and beyond.  There are a few exceptions, such as for disabled beneficiaries. 

 Considerations:  While beneficiaries can no longer “stretch” inherited IRA RMD’s over their
lifetime, they will have some flexibility around the timing of those distributions.  Distributions do
not need to occur in every year, the account just needs to be emptied by the end of the tenth
year.  Careful planning will be important as distributions from an inherited traditional IRA create
income taxable at the beneficiary’s marginal ordinary income tax rate and could push them into
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higher tax brackets.  If the inherited IRA is a Roth IRA, the balance must still be emptied within 
the ten-year time frame, but the distributions keep the tax-free status of the Roth.  A retiree in a 
low tax bracket with plans to leave their traditional IRA as a legacy to a beneficiary should 
consider a Roth conversion (or series of conversions over several years), paying taxes now at 
their present tax rate.  Upon inheritance, the beneficiary can let the funds continue to grow tax 
deferred for an additional 10 years before withdrawing the end balance tax free. 

Increase in the age when traditional IRA RMD’s must begin from 70 ½ to 72, but 70 ½ remains the 
eligible age for tax free Qualified Charitable Distributions (QCD’s):   

 Considerations:  On the one hand, this is a win for the IRA owner.  They can let their funds grow
tax deferred for longer and maintain their ability to make tax free QCD’s at age 70 ½ (a great
way to make charitable donations).  However, for those taking traditional IRA distributions for
retirement income, simply deferring distributions another two years may not be optimal and
alternatives should be considered.  Two extra years of tax deferred growth could create a future
“tax trap” as growing IRA balances and rising RMD’s rates create larger future taxable
distributions.  At age 72, the RMD percentage equates to 4% of an IRA balance, but it increases
annually and by age 95 it is a whopping 11.63% of the IRA balance. This issue would be
magnified if today’s historically favorable tax rates were to increase in the future (which we
think is likely).  For retirees with large traditional IRA balances, and/or high ordinary income (i.e.:
earned incomes, pensions, or high Social Security benefits), this extra time before RMD’s kick in
provides another opportunity to consider converting traditional IRA’s into Roth IRA accounts (or
doing a series of conversions over several years), to lock in today’s tax rates.  The decreased
balance of the remaining traditional IRA inherently reduces future taxable RMD’s, and the
money now in a Roth IRA is free from any RMD requirement.  This also increases flexibility for
managing potential future tax bracket changes via “tax diversification” of assets.  If distributions
from a traditional IRA reach a tax rate you want to avoid, you can switch and start drawing from
the tax-free Roth IRA.

Expanded tax-free distributions from 529 plans:  Specifically, tax-free distributions are available for 
certain apprenticeship programs certified by the Secretary of Labor and for distributions of up to $10k of 
student loan repayments retroactive to distributions after 2018. 

 Considerations:  After tax dollars can be invested into a 529 plan, grow tax deferred, and be
spent tax free for qualified education expenses.  This SECURE Act provision adds to the 2017 Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act 529 plan expansion which made many expenses at the elementary through
high school levels eligible to be paid for via tax free 529 plan distributions (not just college
anymore).  529 plan contributions may qualify for a state tax deduction, and they are eligible for
accelerated annual gift tax exclusion treatment, aka “super funding”.  An individual can combine
5 years of their $15k annual gift tax exclusion and put $75k, (if married $150k combined) into a
529 plan per beneficiary without incurring any gift tax.  If contributions are made by
grandparents (not parents) the funds in the 529 plan will not affect a beneficiary student’s
financial aid eligibility.  FAFSA is based on a two-year lookback period, so as long as qualified
distributions come out of the 529 plan after January 1st of the sophomore year of college (and
the student graduates in 4 years), this can be a great way to help fund college for grandchildren
without impacting eligibility for financial aid.
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